English Department Writing Award Winners

**English 255**: Nozomi Banks, “The Unarmed Warrior” (Instructor: McCallum)

**English 100**: Morgan Burgin, “Airborne Ebola” (Instructor: Putnam)

**English 1A**: two awards

- Diego Robayo Guzman, “Gabriel Jose Garcia Marquez: Finding Magic in the Reality of a Planet of Misfortune” (Instructor: G. Jonker)
- Yesenia Escoba, “Latino Representation” (Instructor: Najarro)

**English 1B**: No submissions

**English 2**: Thomas Bentley, “Diagnosing America’s Disease” (Instructor: Chaffin)

**Literary Criticism**: Rebecca Wolf, “How Chicano Literature Addresses the Need for Feminism” (Instructor & Class: Najarro/Engl. 39)

**Screenwriting**: Alex DiPietro, “A Black Droplet” (Instructor: Sullivan)

**Poetry**: David Chou, “Fluidness,” “Huitzitzilin (Hummingbird),” “Dragon Teeth,” “The Spring on Felton Empire Road,” “Hippios (Of the Horses)” (Instructor: Bloom)

**Fiction**: No submissions